**Potions**

**APPARATE TO GO**
(Collect G200)

**Potions**

Successfully brewed Draught of the Living Death

COLLECT G100

**Potions**

Run for Minister of Magic

PAY EACH PLAYER G50

**Potions**

ESCAPE FROM AZKABAN

This card may be kept until needed or traded

**Potions**

ADVANCE TO GODRIC’S HOLLOW

**Potions**

Found Gillyweed

ADVANCE TO THE GREAT LAKE

**Potions**

Caught using Polyjuice Potion

PAY G15

**Potions**

ADVANCE TO THE NEAREST NEWS STATION AND PAY THE OWNER TWICE THE RENTAL TO WHICH THEY ARE OTHERWISE ENTITLED. IF UNOWNED YOU MAY BUY IT FROM THE BANK.
Potions
TAKE A RIDE ON THE HOGWARTS EXPRESS
IF YOU PASS GO COLLECT £200

Potions
Time Turner
GO BACK 3 SPACES

Potions
Advance to the nearest magical transportation space and pay the owner twice the rental to which they are otherwise entitled. If unowned you may buy it from the bank.

Potions
VERITASERUM FORCED A CONFESSION
GO DIRECTLY TO AZKABAN
DO NOT PASS GO
DO NOT COLLECT £200

Potions
Grawp accidentally destroys your property.
FOR EACH HOUSE PAY £25
FOR EACH CASTLE PAY £100

Potions
Found the Half Blood Prince's Textbook
COLLECT £50

Potions
OUT OF POTION SUPPLIES
ADVANCE TO SLUGG & JIGGERS APOTHECARY
(IF YOU PASS GO COLLECT £200)